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Global M&A Trends – Q4 2011

Welcome to Allen & Overy’s latest 
quarterly report on the global M&A 
market, which once again analyses 
the state of the international 
transactional environment and the 
drivers and inhibitors of activity  
that are affecting our clients.

It will come as no surprise that the 
Eurozone sovereign debt crisis, and  
ongoing uncertainty about moves 
towards its resolution, continues to 
dampen confidence and put a halt to 
significant transactional activity.  
But while concerns about the future 
shape and direction of the single 
European currency proliferate, M&A 
markets outside Western Europe have 
begun to show signs of life. 

2011 was not a stand-out year for 
M&A activity anywhere, but the doom 
and gloom that has been weighing 
down activity in the U.S. since 
Standard & Poor’s stripped the world’s 

largest economy of its prized AAA 
credit rating in August looks to be 
lifting. Unemployment is falling, the 
housing market is recovering; the 
public may be beginning to think more 
optimistically about the year ahead.

Elsewhere, deal activity in Asia Pacific 
is looking up, with healthy activity in 
Japan and Australia in particular, 
fuelled by large domestic transactions 
and the continuing boom in the 
energy and natural resources sector. 
Greater China’s M&A market remains 
relatively buoyant with slight increases 
in deal volume and value despite the 
tightening of liquidity to control 

inflation, and a significant depression 
in the capital markets. The Middle 
East and North Africa is also looking 
like an increasingly stable region after 
a turbulent year, and deals are 
returning. India, however, saw a 
significant decline through 2011 
compared to the previous year with a 
drop of deal volume of almost 30% 
- the outlook is positive though with a 
number of deals awaiting completion.

M&A activity has varied from sector 
to sector – financial services has seen 
a 40% drop in deal value from Q3-Q4 
with overall performance against 2010 
down by value (-7%) and volume 
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55

5% 
increase in 2011 volume of deals 
compared to 2010

12% 
increase in the value of cross-border deals 
in 2011 compared to 2010

USD2.06tn 
total value of deals in 2011

39%  
of activity in 2011 by value was in the U.S.

Dirk Meeus

Co-head of the Global 
Corporate Practice,  
Allen & Overy

5

27%
decrease in the volume of deals 

compared to same period  
last year (Q4)

(-5%); the infrastructure sector has 
seen a decline in volume and value of 
deals by two-thirds since 2010; the life 
sciences sector has seen a significant 
increase in deal activity in 2011 with 
deal value up by 10% and deal  
volume up by 8%. 

It would be unwise to predict good 
things for dealmakers in 2012 when so 
much uncertainty remains, and with the 
macroeconomic situation fragile enough 
to be thrown off course by the smallest 
of triggers. But with 2011 drawn to a 
close, we believe the insights on the 
following pages make for something 
approaching positive reading.  

We hope you find this report and the 
thoughts of our experts around the 
world of value, and if you have any 
questions, please do not hesitate to  
get in touch with your usual  
Allen & Overy contact.
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Executive summary

A number of key themes emerge from the statistics and analysis that 
are contained in this report. Having looked at each region and sector 
in some depth, we have observed the following trends in the 
principal M&A markets for the last quarter of 2011:

The global picture – our key findings

A consistent challenge for 2011 has been 
a lack of buyers willing to make large-
scale acquisitions in the face of uncertain 
economic conditions, and capable of raising 
finance. This is despite the existence of an 
assortment of cash-rich corporate buyers, 
the devaluation of stock markets creating a 
pool of undervalued public company targets, 
and a number of debt-laden governments 
putting state-owned assets up for sale.

Material adverse change clauses are being 
discussed more regularly in Europe in 
particular, as a means of dealing with 
uncertainty about the Euro. Clauses that 
allow transactions to abort in the event 
of a full or partial disaggregation of the 
single currency are being accepted by sellers 
as a necessary hurdle to deals closing, 
though debate continues to rage about the 
usefulness of such provisions.

Financing remains a significant stumbling 
block to deal activity, with European banks 
in particular still eyeing their exposure to 
the debt of struggling sovereign borrowers 
and currency risk causing significant 
difficulties. This makes raising any sizeable 
loan package tough, putting overseas buyers 
backed by more stable banking systems or 
with cash in hand at an advantage.  
 

A decision by the Austrian banking 
authorities to tighten up the availability of 
credit after a period of sustained lending by 
Austrian banks has had a particular impact in 
Central and Eastern Europe, for example.

Much-anticipated M&A activity has begun 
to take place in the global financial services 
market, where some of the big banks have 
kicked off disposal programmes aimed at 
ridding their balance sheets of non-core 
assets. However, we see buyers throughout 
the world limiting their appetite for bank 
deals to those assets where they can acquire 
licences to operate in new markets as well 
as new customers, and regulators are so far 
reluctant to see those licences change hands.

Valuable infrastructure assets are being put 
up for sale by cash-strapped sovereigns, with 
Greece alone looking to sell a EUR50bn 
portfolio of state assets. These include 
a stake in Athens-listed OPAP, one of 
Europe’s leading lottery operators, and 
further state property and infrastructure,  
and these may prove attractive prospects. 
The sale by the Portuguese government 
of REN, the state energy company, in Q4 
reportedly attracted bids from State Grid 
International of China, Oman Oil Co and 
Brookfield Infrastructure Group.

There is a sense of heightened regulatory 
scrutiny in the U.S., as illustrated by the 
breakdown of the AT&T acquisition of 
T-Mobile in December, which would have 
been a USD39bn deal but was opposed by 
antitrust watchdogs. The failure of financial 
derivatives broker MF Global in October, 
the largest Wall Street firm to collapse since 
Lehman Brothers in 2008, could add further 
fuel to an activist regulatory environment.   

The life sciences and energy and natural 
resources sectors remain the most buoyant. 
The life sciences sector is the only sector 
which saw significant increases in M&A 
activity in 2011, deal volume was up by 
8% and deal value was up by 10% on the 
previous year, and the energy and resources 
sector closed the biggest deal of the year: 
U.S. energy firm Kinder Morgan’s agreement 
to buy El Paso Corporation for USD21.1bn 
in cash and stock, will allow Kinder to tap 
into a boom in natural gas and create  
North America’s number one midstream 
energy company. 

decrease in value of deals compared 
to the same period last year (Q4 2010)

40% 
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GLOBAL DEAL TYPES 2011

Take private

Public recommended acquisition

Other private M&A

Public hostile acquisition total

Merger

Joint venture

Divestment

Demerger

GLOBAL DEAL TYPES 2011

Total

2,564

23
64

940

23953

9

  532

  20

deals

Demerger Divestment Joint Venture Merger Other private M&A Public hostile 
acquisition total

Public recommended 
acquisition

Take Private TOTAL

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Q1 2007  3  62,327  279  169,993  3  481  8  27,874  289  139,043  3  1,842  201  252,046  32  102,119  818  755,725 

Q2 2007  10  35,696  337  316,168  6  6,625  4  25,224  375  207,035  2  5,013  219  444,964  49  182,767  1,002  1,223,492 

Q3 2007  5  20,210  285  173,920  7  4,095  6  7,574  315  132,246  5  1,864  179  408,219  19  46,191  821  794,319 

Q4 2007  10  29,915  335  209,650  4  1,823  3  2,876  328  157,521  8  3,943  202  235,672  18  30,964  908  672,364 

2007 TOTAL  28  148,148  1,236  869,731  20  13,024  21  63,548  1,307  635,845  18  12,662  801  1,340,901  118  362,041  3,549  3,445,900 

Q1 2008  5  120,042  244  124,839  1  118  3  11,331  299  142,574  4  2,356  138  126,792  13  15,759  707  543,811 

Q2 2008  9  56,115  265  152,170  6  3,229  4  5,504  271  152,723  4  3,344  168  244,340  10  12,169  737  629,594 

Q3 2008  8  29,186  246  161,361  4  1,616  2  1,757  229  103,221  4  64,472  143  307,298  8  2,193  644  671,104 

Q4 2008  3  4,407  158  142,411  3  1,658  1  282  138  123,483  2  1,006  78  154,291  2  227  385  427,765 

2008 TOTAL  25  209,750  913  580,781  14  6,621  10  18,874  937  522,001  14  71,178  527  832,721  33  30,348  2,473  2,272,274 

Q1 2009  1  1,296  130  75,414  1  679  2  941  107  95,275  3  45,182  70  175,661  4  2,173  318  396,621 

Q2 2009  4  10,089  173  182,587  1  128  3  8,984  100  44,415  3  2,543  100  120,350  1  117  385  369,213 

Q3 2009  4  3,489  212  110,441  1  771  1  393  118  40,926  4  4,034  118  130,385  13  4,659  471  295,098 

Q4 2009  9  27,393  227  127,201  3  14,851  6  4,562  191  145,910  3  24,035  123  183,669  12  7,907  574  535,528 

2009 TOTAL  18  42,267  742  495,643  6  16,429  12  14,880  516  326,526  13  75,794  411  610,065  30  14,856  1,748  1,596,460 

Q1 2010  6  8,710  179  206,245  3  2,888  3  2,933  176  76,273  1  259  110  119,905  5  3,481  483  420,694 

Q2 2010  5  8,415  230  140,900  2  3,214  7  18,314  214  91,669  2  535  146  131,399  14  11,565  620  406,011 

Q3 2010  6  17,977  225  166,235  1  189  5  7,102  222  95,938  7  7,410  124  159,300  11  16,935  601  471,086 

Q4 2010  5  15,294  289  197,446  1  185  8  11,457  260  210,454  8  29,904  157  175,917  19  29,136  747  669,793 

2010 TOTAL  22  50,396  923  710,826  7  6,476  23  39,806  872  474,334  18  38,108  537  586,521  49  61,117  2,451  1,967,584 

Q1 2011  13  50,253  219  168,453  5  4,319  7  34,036  239  111,658  1  363  135  199,603  16  11,313  635 579,998 

Q2 2011  6 7,896 254 143,605  1  1,034 7 16,432 281 153,830 4 3,117 160 205,412  20  17,907 733 549,233

Q3 2011 2 1,383 233 108,615  1  217 8 48,784 262 140,150 10 19,853 124 191,282 14 19,853 654 529,137

Q4 2011 2 2,073 234 137,463 2 535 1 3,298 171 90,215 5 4,999 113 152,885 14 10,171 542 401,639

2011 TOTAL 23 61,605 940 558,136 9 6,105 23 102,550 953 495,853 20 28,332 532 749,182 64 58,244 2,564 2,060,007

TOTAL 116 512,166 4,754 3,215,117 56 48,655 89 239,658 4,585 2,454,559 83 226,074 2,808 4,119,390 294 526,606 12,785 11,342,225
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Top 20 global outbound acquirers 
Top 20 global inbound target markets

Outbound acquisitions

Inbound target markets

These figures represent total number of 
deals for 2011

GLOBAL DEAL TYPES

39

34
253

122

65

32

34

36

14

61

179

110

56

51

41

25

19
U.S.

Brazil

Canada

Spain

France

Ireland

Switzerland

UK

Germany

Netherlands

12

11
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35

8056

54

26

21

19

20

16

16

14

68

54

33

23

21

18

19

18

Australia

Japan

South Korea

India

Singapore

Hong Kong

China

Turkey

Italy

Sweden

Norway Russia

Belgium

“Cross-border deals account for 47% 
of overall deal value and 52% of the 
volume of deals in 2011.”

17

South Africa14
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In focus: the Eurozone  
crisis rumbles on...
Since late 2009, the Eurozone has been functioning against the 
backdrop of a sovereign debt crisis, driven by rising government 
debt levels and a wave of downgrading of sovereign debt in 
certain European states.

With fears emerging in 2011 of a possible 
collapse of the Euro, it is no surprise that 
M&A activity both in Europe and beyond 
has struggled. 

What has become clear is that an easy 
resolution to the crisis is some way off, and 
therefore a lack of clarity against which to 
make business judgements persists, leading 
to a drop in confidence that has given 
potential acquirers clear reasons to defer 
M&A activity.

On the upside, as the crisis has evolved we 
are now seeing debtor countries working out 
that in order to get their debts down they 
have only three options: to raise taxes, which 
is unpopular and challenging for a shrinking 
economy; to cut public spending, which can 
again have a negative impact on the 
economy and re-election prospects; or to sell 
assets. The third option has emerged as a 
favoured route in recent months, and to the 
extent that governments can find assets to 
put up for sale, they are doing so. 

The problem, as for all sellers right now,  
is finding willing bidders capable of  
funding sizeable acquisitions in an 
environment where currency risk cannot  
be hedged commercially.

Nevertheless, there will be infrastructure 
funds and other opportunistic acquirers who 
will take a view on the assets coming on to 
the market and make deals happen.  

The Hellenic Republic Asset Development 
Fund, created to sell a EUR50bn portfolio 
of Greece’s state assets, has already raised 
EUR1.5bn from selling telecoms-related 
licences and rights, and coming next is a 
stake in Athens-listed OPAP, one of 
Europe’s leading lottery operators, and 
further state property and infrastructure. 
Some of these will appeal to incumbent 
foreign companies, like telecoms assets,  
and others will attract strategic investors 
with long-term horizons.

In the financial services sector in particular 
M&A looks likely, given the huge exposure 
of many European banks to sovereign loans. 
We have already seen significant activity 
aimed at shrinking balance sheets, though  
to date this has not been M&A-related. 
Going forward, we expect to see asset sales, 
with the ongoing restructuring of the 
Belgian Dexia Group as a case in point.  
The bank finalised the sale of Dexia Bank 
Belgium to the Belgian State in Q4, and 
announced the sale of its asset  
management business. 

For private equity generally there is pressure 
to do deals, both on the buy and sell side, as 
debt maturity closes in, creating a pipeline 
despite the inherent lack of confidence.  
In the mid to upper end of the market, more 
secondary buyouts look likely as incumbent 
banks renew terms or new syndicates take 
shape, and private equity will continue to 

turn attention towards public-to-privates 
while there is a lack of divestment by 
corporate sellers. 

Again, the issue is finding buyers, with the 
predicted interest from U.S., Latin American, 
Asian and Gulf investors slow to materialise 
in a climate of such uncertainty. We expect 
deals to materialise in 2012 with targets that 
include assets and skills bases capable of 
export overseas in the spotlight. A case in 
point is the sale by the Portuguese 
government of REN, the state energy 
company, which in Q4 is reported to have 
attracted bids from State Grid International 
of China, Oman Oil Co and Brookfield 
Infrastructure Group.  Jurisdictions outside 
the Eurozone could also prove popular for 
increased M&A activity in 2012, such as 
Scandinavia and Turkey.

In short, the Eurozone crisis continues to 
have a very real and lasting impact on M&A 
in the region and beyond, and with any 
resolution looking some way off it is hard to 
see many reasons for optimism in 2012.  
But we see asset sales spurring some activity, 
and if the overhang of sovereign debt 
currently troubling Italy and Spain can be 
addressed such that they can continue to 
access capital in the first half of next year, the 
crisis could enter the beginning of its end. 
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“We expect deals to materialise 
in 2012 with targets that 
include assets and skills bases 
capable of export overseas in 
the spotlight.”
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In focus: the proliferating  
market for merger control 
For most businesses planning an M&A deal, merger control is seen 
as a necessary evil; an obstacle on the critical path to getting the deal 
done. However, planning the merger control strategy early on in the 
deal process can make all the difference between success and failure.

First, there is the question of where filings 
might have to be made.  While this should 
be quite simple to resolve, in practice it can 
prove complicated. The last few years have 
seen a proliferation of merger control 
regimes around the world, with well over  
100 authorities now regulating mergers  
and acquisitions globally. Many merger 
control authorities take an expansive view  
of their own jurisdiction, and this can result 
in filing requirements technically being 
triggered even in countries where the target 
has no presence. 

This issue becomes more pronounced in 
joint ventures, where filing requirements can 
be triggered purely due to sales achieved by 
the parents in the relevant countries. 
Deciding where to file is ultimately a matter 
of commercial judgement, based on the risk 
appetite of a particular business, but it can 
be greatly informed by knowledge and 
experience of enforcement trends in a 
particular jurisdiction.  

Secondly, there is the question of whether 
the deal is likely to be cleared, and whether 
remedies might need to be offered in order 
to secure clearance. Generally speaking, 
most authorities base the substantive merger 
control assessment on competition grounds, 
and the analytical framework for identifying 
competition concerns is well understood, 
with similar principles being applied by most 

authorities (though with varying degrees  
of sophistication). Authorities talk to each 
other, and the influence of the International 
Competition Network has helped spread 
best practice and knowledge of the latest 
techniques of economic analysis to some  
of the newer authorities.

Nonetheless, outcomes can sometimes be 
hard to predict, even in the more developed 
countries where the ground rules are usually 
clearer. Take the example of parallel mergers 
between companies in the same sector. 

The European Commission currently 
applies a so-called ‘priority rule’ to these 
kinds of deals, in which priority is given  
to the first deal to be formally notified.  
But notifying a merger to the European 
Commission is not necessarily 
straightforward, and usually involves an 
extensive period of ‘pre-notification’, in 
which the notifying parties will submit drafts 
of the filing to the case team for comment. 

Only when the filing is deemed to be 
‘complete’ will the parties be able to start the 
clock by making the formal filing. This has 
proved to be a controversial issue recently, 
highlighted by the Seagate/Samsung and 
Western Digital/Hitachi mergers. Being first 
in the queue offers significant advantages, 
because the first merger will be assessed  
as if the second had not taken place. 

Conversely, the second merger will be 
assessed on the assumption that the first  
has already occurred. This can have a  
major impact on the analysis (Seagate/
Samsung was cleared unconditionally, while 
Western Digital/Hitachi resulted in remedies 
being required).  

The Commission’s application of the priority 
rule is currently being litigated. It will be 
interesting to see what the Court decides.

In the less developed regimes, there is often 
much less transparency of the decision-
making process, which can make it hard for 
notifying parties and their advisers to assess 
the progress of the case, anticipate problems 
and address them where necessary. 
Decision-making can be subject to political 
influence, which compounds the problem 
and means local knowledge and contacts 
then become vitally important.

Much more still remains to be done to 
spread international best practice to the less 
developed regimes, and the International 
Competition Network will continue to play a 
leading role in this area. In the meantime, 
the proliferation of merger control regimes 
presents interesting challenges for businesses 
contemplating M&A activity in an already 
uncertain climate.
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“Being first in the queue 
offers significant advantages, 
because the first merger will 
be assessed as if the second 
had not taken place.”
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Regional analysis:  
U.S.

After a positive start to the year, the U.S. M&A markets stuttered 
through to the end of 2011 with a disappointing fourth quarter. 
Momentum disappeared from the deal market in the summer, 
dampened by the impact of the Japanese earthquake, Congress’ 
indecision about budgetary issues and the U.S. credit rating 
downgrade. So far, there are few signs of a return to form.

A big blow to market confidence in Q4 
came with the announcement in December 
that AT&T’s USD39bn acquisition of its 
competitor T-Mobile, which would have 
created the largest mobile phone operator 
in America, had been pulled. Antitrust 
watchdogs in the States had turned against 
the transaction, drawing an important 
line in the sand and reflecting a tightened 
regulatory environment for M&A deals 
under the Obama administration.

Another negative factor was the collapse 
of financial derivatives broker MF Global, 
which in October 2011 filed the eighth 
largest bankruptcy in U.S. history after 
reporting a shortfall in customer accounts  
of some USD900m. The fallout looks 
likely to fuel an already hostile and activist 
regulatory environment and further 
undermine confidence.

In contrast to these developments, however, 
there are signs of returning optimism in 
the U.S., with technology in particular 
continuing to fuel some vibrancy in the 
deal market. The widespread roll-out of 
smartphones and the emergence of Android 
as a realistic competitor to the iPhone 
look certain to stimulate transactional 

activity, and there are rumours of large 
deals on the horizon in this sector. Cloud 
computing is another boom area, illustrated 
by German software company SAP’s 
USD3.4bn cash deal to buy U.S. web-based 
software developer SuccessFactors, which 
followed on the heels of Oracle’s announced 
acquisition of RightNow Technologies  
for USD1.43bn.

The energy and natural resources sector 
also remains active, with the biggest deal of 
the year being Kinder Morgan’s agreement 
to buy El Paso Corporation for approx 
USD21.1bn in cash and stock, announced 
in October. One of the largest energy deals 
in history, it will allow Kinder Morgan to 
tap into a boom in natural gas drilling and 
production and create North America’s 
number one midstream energy company. 
In the same month China Petroleum, 
China’s biggest refiner, agreed to buy 
Daylight Energy of Canada for USD2.1bn 
to secure oil and shale gas reserves, an 
indication of feverish interest in the North 
American shale gas market. In November, 
a KKR led consortium agreed to buy shale 
driller Samson Investment Company for 
USD7.2bn, which also represents the year’s 
biggest leveraged buyout.

Elsewhere an aggressive hostile bid was 
launched in the construction and aggregates 
market when Martin Marietta Materials 
made a move to acquire its larger rival 
Vulcan Materials for USD4.76bn in stock. 
Hostile exchange offers are rare, and the 
deal, should it complete, is a sign of the 
need for cost-efficiency consolidation in  
that market in the face of shrinking 
construction demand.

Looking to 2012, we see grounds for 
optimism despite a number of wild cards 
that could easily throw the economy off 
track. The U.S. housing market is showing 
signs of recovery, and as it was a principal 
cause of the financial crisis there is a genuine 
hope that its return to form could signal the 
beginning of the end of this cycle.  
This, coupled with falling unemployment 
figures, suggests that the U.S. economy may 
be headed in a positive direction. 

But there are reasons for concern, not 
least the instability that continues to 
surround European sovereign debts and the 
aforementioned regulatory environment. 
Nevertheless, we feel we are entering the 
new year with a positive outlook.

Q4 disappoints amid cause for optimism
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The diagram above represents the breakdown of the total number of deals from 2007-2011.

DEAL TOTALS

2007:   1110

2008:   645

2009:   445

2010:   770

2011:   780

U.S. DEAL TYPES

Take private

Public recommended acquisition

Other private M&A

Public hostile acquisition total

Merger

Joint venture

Divestment

Demerger

22.79%

21.40%

24.49%

20.65%

17.05%

41.08%

43.57%

33.03%

43.90%
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0.26%

0.45%

0.47%

0.18%

0.45%

0.26%

0.31%

0.63%

0.52%
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Regional analysis:  
Western Europe

The M&A markets in Western Europe remained sluggish in the 
fourth quarter of 2011 as the uncertainty surrounding the future  
of the region’s currency reached fever pitch. 

We have seen very few signs of large cross-
border deals, but instead see small and 
mid-cap transactions dominating the markets, 
most notably in the energy sector and the 
occasional strategic industrial acquisition. 
Financing remains a significant stumbling 
block, with acquisition financing bridge 
loans being replaced by high yield bonds as 
syndications are delayed. Banks across the 
continent are still eyeing their exposure to 
the debt of struggling sovereign borrowers 
and so raising any sizeable loan package 
is extremely difficult, putting cash-rich 
corporate buyers at an obvious advantage. 

That said, private equity players have been 
making a return, particularly in the German 
market, where we saw The Blackstone Group 
active in a number of deals in 2011, including 
acquiring 44% of listed camera maker Leica in 
an all-equity deal for EUR130m in Q4.  
The Hamburg-based investor MPC paid 
EUR160m to buy a stake in German 
engineering company Ferrostaal alongside Abu 
Dhabi construction company Commodore 
Contracting, while Chequers Capital of Paris 
bought German tyre manufacturer Cordenka 
from previous owners CVC, Akzo Nobel and 
Acordis Management for an undisclosed sum.

An increasing number of deals are being 
signed subject to financing, adding a level of 
conditionality that had all-but disappeared 
in favour of deals with certainty of funds. 
Recently, discussions about the inclusion 
of material adverse change (MAC) clauses, 
pertaining to the collapse or partial break-up 

of the Euro became more common. As 2011 
drew to a close the inclusion of MAC clauses 
still wasn’t widespread and debate was raging 
about the validity of including such terms, 
but this could be a topic for dealmakers to 
watch in 2012 should the sovereign debt crisis 
continue unresolved for much longer.

We have also witnessed banks looking for 
asset deals to improve their equity structures, 
as highlighted by Commerzbank’s sale of 
the former Dresdner Bank headquarters for 
EUR400m to a consortium led by German 
property group IVG, which was one of 
the biggest real estate deals in a resurgent 
German property market last year. 

The investment that has occurred in Western 
Europe in the last quarter has been driven 
both by domestic and inbound investors, and 
it is hard to see one or the other dominating 
dealflow. In the UK we saw Prestige Brands 
of the U.S. pay GBP426m (USD660m) for 
some of the non-core over-the-counter 
brands of GlaxoSmithKline, and in France 
Australia’s Boral acquired Lafarge’s 50% 
interest in the two companies’ joint venture 
Lafarge Boral Gypsum Asia for EUR430m. 
But the long-anticipated flow of funds from 
Asia Pacific has been slow to materialise, 
with only limited investment coming from 
the Middle East. Certainly Chinese and other 
Asian acquirers continue to look for assets in 
Europe, but the same concerns about pricing 
and currency risk that are hampering other 
acquirers meant transactions remained few 
and far between as last year ended.

One significant piece of bad news came in 
December when Deutsche Telekom was 
forced to abandon its proposed USD39bn 
sale of T-Mobile USA to AT&T in the face of 
opposition from U.S. regulators.  
Though Deutsche Telekom walked away with 
a record USD4bn break fee, the collapse of 
the deal signals an unwelcome tightening of 
regulatory scrutiny on the other side of the 
Atlantic that may put others off attempting 
blockbuster deals.

Going forward, there is room for some 
positivity when we consider the number of 
industrial players, financial institutions and 
private equity firms looking to dispose of 
strong assets around the continent.  
The scarcity of willing and able buyers will 
be the issue for 2012, particularly if the 
situation with the Euro remains unclear for 
much longer. But deals will happen: German 
airline Lufthansa is in the process of selling 
its loss-making unit, British Midland (BMI), 
after receiving interest from Virgin Atlantic 
and International Airlines Group, the holding 
company of British Airways and Iberia, for 
example. The attraction of BMI’s take-off and 
landing rights at London’s Heathrow airport 
helped generate bids, and evidences the 
appetite for strategic and opportunistic deals 
that continues to drive albeit limited Western 
European M&A.

Eurozone crisis takes its toll
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Regional analysis:  
CEE and CIS

After a quiet third quarter in Central and Eastern Europe, except for 
Poland, we saw clients returning to the M&A markets with some 
energy (and possibly some urgency) in the last three months of 2011. 

Deals were inevitably being approached 
with considerable trepidation, but a backlog 
of activity had built up and acquirers had 
grown tired of waiting for the much-feted 
resolution of the uncertainty surrounding 
the Eurozone crisis.  Many projects that 
had experienced a hiatus throughout the 
Summer restarted in the fourth quarter and 
in many cases did so with a renewed desire 
to try and conclude these deals quickly 
before year end.

Currency risk and execution risk remain 
front-of-mind, however, and both buyers 
and sellers are anxious to compress 
deal timetables and remove conditions 
precedent so that wherever possible 
parties are prevented from walking away 
should the Eurozone crisis deepen. In this 
region we have seen increased debate once 
again surrounding carefully-constructed 
MAC clauses, allowing termination of 
transactions in the event of a full or partial 
disaggregation of the Euro, and these are 
being accepted by sellers as a necessary 
hurdle to getting deals done.

The sectors where activity is strongest in this 
region currently include financial services, 
where a number of the international banks 
are divesting non-core assets. Buyers are thin 

on the ground, however. In Poland there 
were three banks up for sale at the start 
of the second half of the year but at least 
two processes were dogged by of a lack of 
interest. In one instance DNB, Norway’s 
largest financial services group, announced 
it had decided to keep hold of its local 
subsidiary Bank DnB NORD Polska after 
abandoning a plan to sell the business, while 
the sale of the Polish unit of Millennium 
BCP, Portugal’s largest listed bank, was also 
abandoned. Poland also saw the closing of 
the sale of Polkomtel worth EUR4bn and 
the signing of the sale of TVN, the largest 
private TV station, to Vivendi. 

In Russia, Barclays agreed to sell its Russian 
retail banking business to Igor Kim, a local 
banker, in October in the wake of HSBC’s 
decision to offload its Russian consumer 
banking business to Citigroup in June. But 
it was energy and natural resources assets 
that again drove Russian activity last year, 
and that continued through the fourth 
quarter, with interest from Chinese buyers 
in particular. The transport and consumer 
products sectors have also been busy,  
with Russia’s richest man Vladimir Lisin 
securing a 75% stake in Russian Railways 
subsidiary Freight One for USD4.2bn in 
Q4, and global consumer giant Unilever 

announcing it will pay EUR390m for an 
82% stake in Russian personal care products 
producer Kalina. 

Going forward there is inevitable anxiety 
about the prospects for the European 
currency and how it will impact the region. 
Access to finance has also become a 
real concern in light of a decision by the 
Austrian banking authorities to tighten up 
the availability of credit after a period of 
sustained lending by Austrian banks across 
the region. Such a clampdown could impact 
private equity buyers in particular, who 
might otherwise be in line to pick up the 
wall of state-owned assets coming up for 
sale in the more troubled economies of the 
region like Romania, and to capitalise on 
opportunities for take-privates driven by 
devalued stock markets. 

We expect local buyers to remain active 
wherever possible, and see a steady mixture 
of inbound investments and domestic deals 
in the mid-market becoming sustainable  
through 2012.

Activity up on Eurozone crisis sidelines
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Regional analysis:  
Middle East and North Africa

The fourth quarter was another slow period in the MENA 
region following a fairly slow summer and a volatile start to the 
year, with confidence looking set to return in 2012.

Confidence returns after turbulent year

This is particularly evident in Egypt where 
various deals were agreed or completed this 
quarter, including the EGP550m (EUR70m) 
sale of a 78% stake in El-Maleka Food 
Industries, an Egyptian pasta company, to 
Savola Foods. The recent European Bank 
for Reconstruction and Development 
decision to increase involvement with 
investments and projects based in countries 
impacted by the Arab Spring, including 
Morocco, Tunisia and Egypt, is a sign that 
the international community’s faith in the 
region is being restored.

Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates 
continued to attract deal flow in 2011, as 
shown by the USD980m acquisition by 
Coca-Cola of a 50% stake in Saudi beverage 
manufacturer Aujan Industries and the move 
by Hilong Holdings, a listed Chinese oil field 
service provider, to acquire a 51% stake in 
UAE pipeline producer Al Mansoori Hilong 
Petroleum Pipes. Dubai remains the primary 
hub for the execution of deals in the region, 
increasingly including certain parts of Africa, 
Turkey and frontier markets such as Iraq and 
Afghanistan, and we expect that to continue.

Spending in Kuwait and Qatar increased 
in 2011, with investors snapping up high 
profile investments such as the W Hotel in 
London’s West End, demonstrating ongoing 
appetite for investments in high-end luxury 
companies and services. Kuwaiti interest 
in the leisure industry is shown by the 
acquisition in Q4 of Ishraq Dubai, which 
owns a number of hotels in Dubai that 
operate under the Holiday Inn Express 
franchise, by the Kuwaiti Al Mulla Group.

M&A activity in Morocco has been hotting 
up, with notable deals including two joint 
ventures being established between, among 
others, the Kingdom of Morocco and 
Qatar Holdings, one relating to the growth 
of tourism in Morocco and the other 
improving sectors such as energy, industry 
and infrastructure in Morocco. A clear 
trend has been the interest in the country’s 
pharmaceuticals sector from investors based 
elsewhere in the MENA region, and there 
is also increased private equity interest in 
North Africa, evidenced by Abraaj Capital 
establishing a presence in Casablanca 
through its acquisition of Amundi.

Outbound investment by regional players 
also continued in Q4, with Mubadala 
Development Company acquiring EMI 
Music Publishing as part of a group of 
global investors for USD2.2bn, and the 
acquisition of South African logistics 
company Berco Express by Aramex, a listed 
UAE logistics company, for USD56m.

Activity has been rather more muted in 
Abu Dhabi where, after a period of active 
investment globally by the Government  
of Abu Dhabi, it is widely anticipated  
that a slower pace of investment will 
dominate 2012.

2011 has been one of the most turbulent 
years in the MENA region, but the 
politically stable countries have benefited 
from increased deal flow as they have 
emerged as the safe havens in the region. 
With peace returning, 2012 is expected to 
see a steady M&A uptick as international 
investors return, while regional investors 
will continue to set their sights on attractive 
assets elsewhere.
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Regional analysis:  
India

Overall M&A deal activity slowed down in India in the fourth 
quarter of 2011, as both the value and volume of deals declined 
compared to the previous year. The global and domestic economies 
battled one upheaval after another and so it is perhaps unsurprising 
that Q4 2011 witnessed relatively muted activity. 

However, as growth in developed markets 
remained sluggish, overseas companies 
continued to explore opportunities to gain a 
foothold in fast-growing emerging markets 
such as India. Outbound acquisitions by 
Indian companies saw a marginal decline 
as buyers grew cautious on account of the 
ongoing economic crisis in Europe and the 
fall in rupee. But even so, in the coming 
months we expect outbound acquisitions to 
drive M&A activity as targets outside India 
offer attractive value propositions for  
Indian companies.

Deal-making activity continued to be 
dominated by the energy and mining sectors, 
driven by the hunger for resources to sustain 
a growing economy. Some of the larger deals 
in the last quarter of 2011 included the final 
approval for the USD8.7bn Cairn Energy 
sale of its India unit Vedanta Resources; 
Fortis India’s acquisition of Singapore Fortis 
for USD665m; ONGC Videsh of India’s 
agreement with KazMunaiGas, the national 
oil company of Kazakhstan, for the Satpayev 
Block in the Caspian Sea; VF Corporation’s 

acquisition of 40% stake in VF Arvind 
Brands; and Bank of India’s acquisition of a 
51% stake in the asset management business 
of Bharti AXA.

Inbound and outbound acquisitions in India 
are up by 40% compared to Q3.  India is 
listed ninth in the top twenty global inbound 
markets of 2011, proving that India remains 
of interest to investors looking to expand 
overseas.  Deals under USD50m accounted 
for 40% of total deal volume in Q4 2011.

On the regulatory front, the new takeover 
code came into effect in October 2011, 
while another important development was 
the proposal submitted by the Telecom 
Regulatory Authority of India to relax rules 
for M&A in the sector, which is expected to 
facilitate long-awaited consolidation.  
The government also proposed to make 
all M&A in the pharmaceutical space, 
irrespective of the size of the deal, subject to 
scrutiny from the Competition Commission.

Elsewhere, the government came under 
attack for indecisiveness, especially after it 
back-tracked on the much-awaited decision 
to allow foreign players into the lucrative 
Indian multi-brand retail arena.

The outlook and projections for 2012 
remain positive, with many deals in the 
pipeline ready to finalise in the near future. 
Dutch major Royal Vopak is in the fray to 
acquire East India Petroleum, one of the 
largest storage service providers for oil and 
gas, and NMDC, the state-owned mining 
giant, is keen on acquiring assets in Australia. 
As in 2011, the main area for M&A activity 
in 2012 looks likely to be the energy and 
mining sectors, while other sectors where we 
expect to see increased deal activity include 
pharmaceuticals and health care.

Slowdown of the growth engine
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Regional analysis:  
Greater China

Transactional activity in Greater China saw a slight increase from 
2010, with deal volumes and values increasing by 3% and 17% 
respectively. We saw a marked dip in overall Q4 activity in the region 
compared to 2010 as the economic malaise spread from Europe and 
combined with some concern over economic data coming out of 
China, dampening residual optimism.

Domestically this is driven by a tightening 
of liquidity introduced to control inflation, 
which is having a knock-on effect on 
deal activity across the board, impacting 
financing, valuations and appetite for risk. 
On the outbound side, Chinese bidders are, 
like others, being cautious in auctions in the 
current climate, though many corporates 
continue to look at deals both home  
and abroad.

The other issue impacting Chinese M&A 
and coming out of Hong Kong in particular 
is the pain being felt by the capital markets, 
which faced strong headwinds in the fourth 
quarter of 2011. While some issues were 
completed on the exchanges, these were 
few and far between compared to the boom 
earlier in 2011 and for many issuers the 
markets effectively closed from October 
2011. In Asia, in particular, the conditions 
in the ECM markets impact heavily on 
sentiment in the M&A space, so confidence 
levels have been dented still further by share 
values falling.

There are deals on the horizon, however, 
with HSBC having kicked off its disposal 
programme in the region to offload banking 
assets it views as non-core, spurring auction 
activity. The challenge will be finding buyers as 
the constituency of interested parties shrinks 
in the face of nervousness and a potential 
mismatch in pricing expectations. In financial 
services, we see buyers limiting their appetite 
for deals to those where they can also acquire 
licences to operate in new markets, and 
regulators in many countries are seen to be 
tightening their approval to the transfer  
of licences.

In sectors such as automotive, industrials, 
distribution and food and beverages, 
transactions are still happening in China, 
though they too are often challenging to 
close. In December the Swiss food and 
drinks giant Nestlé secured approval from the 
Chinese government to buy a majority stake 
in candy maker Hsu Fu Chi, for example, as 
it became the latest European firm to seek to 
ramp up its presence in China to capitalise on 

increased consumer spending power.  
Other cash-rich corporate buyers from 
outside China continue to view the country 
as a growth market and we see plenty of 
potential acquirers looking at prospects: 
another transaction announced in Q4 was 
UK education firm Pearson’s USD155m 
bid for Global Education and Technology 
Group, a leading provider of test 
preparation services for students in  
China learning English.

Outbound deals were especially thin on 
the ground in the last quarter, but there 
remains interest from PRC corporates in 
solid asset-based businesses overseas, where 
skills and processes can be transferred 
from the target back to China or exported 
internationally. We expect to see more 
of those transactions in 2012, but see 
no signs of a wholesale uptick in M&A 
activity without macroeconomic conditions 
changing considerably both in China  
and elsewhere.

Economic malaise reaches the Chinese
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Regional analysis:  
Asia Pacific: rest of Asia

In the face of economic uncertainty and ongoing funding concerns, 
M&A activity has remained constant in Asia Pacific region (beyond 
Greater China) with deal volumes and values largely holding steady 
compared to previous years. 

In Japan activity has been pretty healthy, and 
particularly for outbound M&A, which has 
been driven by the strong Yen, the declining 
Japanese domestic market, and an on-
balance positive impact from the Eurozone 
crisis. Elsewhere, Australian M&A activity 
was also solid, fuelled predominantly by the 
ongoing attraction of energy and natural 
resources assets.

The Japanese continue to digest the 
impact of the earthquake that hit at the 
start of 2011, which highlighted the 
need for diversification of the country’s 
manufacturing base and intensified scrutiny 
of the size of the domestic market. With the 
declining value of the European currency, 
interest in assets in Western Europe has 
intensified, prompted by a limited universe 
of competitive acquirers and the ability 
of Japanese bidders to access financing 
comparatively easily. On the shopping 
list have been technology companies and 
consumer businesses that can offer access to 
know how that can be deployed in emerging 
markets, and stable customer bases, a case in 
point being Sony Corporation’s USD1.4bn 
bid for the rest of UK telecoms group Sony 
Ericsson Mobile in October.

 
 

Two large domestic deals dominated activity 
in Japan in Q4: the USD8.8bn acquisition 
by Nippon Steel, Japan’s largest steelmaker, 
of Sumitomo Metal Industries, and the 
USD1.1bn combination of the Tokyo Stock 
Exchange and its Osaka rival the Osaka 
Securities Exchange. Otherwise, deals in the 
small to mid market have dominated activity, 
with energy and power, pharmaceuticals and 
healthcare proving popular sectors.

In Australia, the energy and resources sector 
has dominated deal activity throughout 2011 
and the final three months saw no change 
in that trend, with oil and coal assets driving 
activity. Outside of the buoyant energy 
market there were other deals, however, 
including the USD2.5bn Liberty Global sale 
of regional pay TV provider Austar United 
Communications to Australia’s Foxtel.  
Other domestic deals saw Super Retail 
Group pay USD630m for consumer group 
Rebel Sport Limited.

The Australian economy has found itself 
largely protected from the global volatility 
that has dogged 2011 M&A markets, and, 
while activity has been far from buoyant, the 
country has benefited from its position as a 
safe haven with a stable economy, a number 
of concentrated industries and steady 
growth prospects. 

For the rest of the region, the uncertainty 
surrounding the Chinese growth story 
has dampened activity but intra-regional 
consolidation throughout South East Asia 
has driven deals. In South Korea two large 
domestic transactions boosted the deals 
tables, with SK Telecom paying USD960m 
for computer group Hynix Semiconductor, 
and the Korea Development Bank bidding 
USD680m for chemicals group Korea 
Kumho Petrochemical. 

For the year ahead, we see grounds for 
optimism, while bearing in mind that global 
macroeconomic pressures will never be 
completely overlooked.

The bright spot for global dealmakers
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A global snapshot
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Top six target markets for the world’s largest acquiring countries
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253
U.S.
USD200,968m

122
UK
USD104,618m

80
Japan
USD66,625m

65
france
USD46,579m

61
Canada
USD30,620m

56
China
USD46,434m

54
hong Kong
USD28,824m

36
netherlands
USD10,060m

34
Switzerland
USD18,699m

32
Germany 

USD31,128m

The U.S. remains the 
world’s largest outbound 
acquirer with a cross-
border ‘net score’ of +74 
deals in 2011: countries 
can be assigned a ‘net 
score’ based on volume 
of outbound (+) vs. 
inbound (-) M&A.

Top ten acquiring countries 2011
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Sector analysis:  
Energy and natural resources

 – Oil and gas M&A has held up well with 
considerable Asian participation.

 – While deal activity in Asia Pacific may 
be slowing, that is from some pace and 
outlook still looks positive.

 – Main target areas for acquisitions are U.S., 
South America and Africa.

 – China and Korea remain active and recent 
months have seen the resurgence of 
Japanese acquirers.

 – Continuing commodity volatility seems to 
have been uncoupled from deal activity 
with activity remaining strong.

 – Sources of funding are shifting with some 
banks withdrawing and others such as 
sovereign wealth or other funds emerging.

 – There remains appetite for regulated, 
utility businesses, often in the energy 
sector from companies in Asia Pacific.

Activity continues against uncertain economic backdrop
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1.64%
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20.47%

1.44%

EnErGY AnD nATUrAL rESOUrCES DEAL TYPES & SUMMArY TABLES

MergerJoint VentureDivestmentDemerger Public hostile acquisition totalOther private M&A Take PrivatePublic recommended acquisition

Value and volume of energy and natural resources M&A remained  
largely constant in 2011, but public recommended activity has significantly 
increased by both value (47%) and volume (11%). This steady rise in 
public M&A throughout 2011 was tempered by a sharp drop-off in the 
number of asset sales during the fourth quarter of 2011 when compared 
to Q4 2010 - 56 sales worth USD48bn in 2011 compared with 82 sales 
worth USD83bn in 2010. 

100

20.32%

0.27%

0.65%

0.22%
1.01%

0.61%

0.41%
0.20%

0.27%
0.43%

0.72%

0.27%

0.55%

0.27%

0.55%

0.43%
0.36%
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4.5% 
increase in the average value 

of deals compared  
to 2010

488 
deals in  

2011

11% 
 increase in volume of public 

recommended deals

Demerger Divestment Joint Venture Merger Other private M&A Public hostile 
acquisition total

Public recommended 
acquisition

Take Private TOTAL

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Q1 2007  58  26,074  1  252  1  112  29  16,961  26  37,827  1  44,161  116  125,387 

Q2 2007  73  69,811  1  1,331  1  108  52  33,257  25  21,891  1  174  153  126,572 

Q3 2007  1  490  60  41,336  1  120  1  2,588  38  15,060  2  1,178  25  140,681  1  786  129  202,239 

Q4 2007  1  963  78  47,070  35  27,238  6  3,363  38  36,591  1  2,900  159  118,125 

2007 TOTAL  2  1,453  269  184,291  3  1,703  3  2,808  154  92,516  8  4,541  114  236,990  4  48,021  557  572,323 

Q1 2008  51  30,550  1  118  2  4,011  40  30,498  1  1,177  25  20,402  120  86,756 

Q2 2008  2  23,429  78  47,815  1  187  45  19,842  30  17,798  2  6,079  158  115,150 

Q3 2008  49  44,807  3  1,479  1  675  39  16,518  22  51,648  114  115,127 

Q4 2008  37  23,373  1  150  19  6,691  15  11,912  72  42,126 

2008 TOTAL  2  23,429  215  146,545  6  1,934  3  4,686  143  73,549  1  1,177  92  101,760  2  6,079  464  359,159 

Q1 2009  42  33,620  1  280  20  27,004  1  618  17  25,390  81  86,912 

Q2 2009  54  44,369  1  128  1  6,025  16  9,836  1  282  22  24,316  95  84,956 

Q3 2009  1  296  41  18,461  18  5,922  2  2,178  23  20,517  1  483  86  47,857 

Q4 2009  54  28,154  24  8,887  2  1,024  24  68,978  104  107,043 

2009 TOTAL  1  296  191  124,604  1  128  2  6,305  78  51,649  6  4,102  86  139,201  1  483  366  326,768 

Q1 2010  1  266  46  50,532  1  1,304  26  8,444  1  259  20  23,898  95  84,703 

Q2 2010  1  6,438  63  34,534  3  5,149  31  16,636  1  118  24  27,762  123  90,637 

Q3 2010  1  445  64  76,352  1  932  34  15,285  1  2,905  30  55,656  1  559  132  152,134 

Q4 2010  1  2,529  82  83,099  35  38,632  2  1,389  27  22,692  147  148,341 

2010 TOTAL  4  9,678  255  244,517  5  7,385  126  78,997  5  4,671  101  130,008  1  559  497  475,815 

Q1 2011  4  16,228  65  60,137  2  10,945  28  20,540  1  363  19  25,132  119  133,345 

Q2 2011  1  698  56  22,090  1  1,034  4  14,443  35  30,096  1  186  35  51,212  1  124  134  119,883 

Q3 2011  1  823  57  26,967  5  6,466  32  13,334  1  3,851  29  44,650  1  141  126  96,232 

Q4 2011  1  397  56  48,243  1  150  22  19,441  29  69,836  109  138,067 

2011 TOTAL  7  18,146  234  157,437  2  1,184  11  31,854  117  83,411  3  4,400  112  190,830  2  265  488  487,527 

TOTAL  16  53,002  1,164  857,394  12  4,949  24  53,038  618  380,122  23  18,891  505  798,789  10  55,407  2,372  2,221,592

Total
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Sector analysis:  
Financial services

Financial services M&A activity in the fourth quarter of 2011  
fell significantly, compared to both the third quarter and fourth 
quarters in prior years: in each of the previous four years, the value 
of deals has increased between the third and fourth quarters by an 
average of 78%; in 2011, the value of deals in the fourth quarter 
fell by almost 40%. 

 – One of the major factors behind the 
drop in activity is the continuing funding 
concerns for banks, compounded by 
uncertainty surrounding the resolution 
of Eurozone sovereign debt issues, 
particularly for those banks with 
significant exposure to sovereign debt in 
peripheral Eurozone countries; regulatory 
capital initiatives such as the European 
Banking Authority’s capital exercise 
and clarification of the rules for banks 
deemed to be systemically important 
financial institutions (SIFIs); and selective 
downgrades by the rating agencies.

 – Reflecting the need for banks to 
deleverage, sales of assets/subsidiaries 
made up almost 50% of the deals to close 
in the fourth quarter, compared to an 
average of 37% over the previous four 
years, accounting for over 40% of the 
value of deals in the fourth quarter 2011, 
compared to an average of 26% over  

the previous four years. This trend is 
expected to continue for at least the next 
12 to 18 months, with recent reports 
estimating that European banks have 
already identified EUR1 trillion in  
asset deleveraging. 

 – A review of the deals by region also 
illustrates current trends, which are likely 
to continue. The region with the largest 
share by value continued to be Western 
Europe with 74% of these deals related 
to distressed (or formerly distressed) 
institutions being acquired, such as 
Dexia Banque’s nationalisation by the 
Government of Belgium and Virgin 
Money’s acquisition of Northern Rock. 
Asia Pacific was the next largest region 
by value, with Greater China (eg Bank of 
America’s further sale of a stake in China 
Construction Bank), Japan (eg Osaka 
Securities Exhange’s acquisition by Tokyo 
Stock Exchange) and South Korea (eg GE 

Money’s sale of GE Money Korea) being 
the main active countries for financial 
services M&A. The fact that the U.S. was 
ranked third in terms of value of deals is 
atypical as it is typically second to Western 
Europe. Asia Pacific (including Greater 
China) has been steadily increasing its 
share of global financial services M&A 
deals over the previous four to five years. 
Indeed, full year totals for 2011 show that 
Asia Pacific (including Greater China) and 
the U.S. both accounted for an equal 24% 
share of financial services M&A deals.

Funding concerns dampen activity
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Demerger Divestment Joint Venture Merger Other private M&A Public hostile 
acquisition total

Public recommended 
acquisition

Take Private TOTAL

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Q1 2007  1  619  34 20,883    1 124  46 14,261  1 871  34 54,955  3 3,687  120 95,400

Q2 2007  3  16,914  40 46,744  2 3,587     42 29,428     42 164,840  5 8,416 134 269,929

Q3 2007     40 28,568      2 720  40 17,391     32 36,688  2 1,709  116 85,076

Q4 2007     51 40,044        34 18,364     31 51,154  2 2,381  118 111,943

2007 TOTAL  4 17,533  165 136,239  2 3,587  3 844 162 79,444  1 871  139 307,637  12 16,193 488 562,348

Q1 2008  1 1,564  34 16,472    1 7,320  31 32,571     28 26,520  1 1,362  96 85,809

Q2 2008    39 28,631     1 1,133  34 20,185  1 1,796  29 43,509     104 95,254

Q3 2008 1 1,368  45 42,925       31 17,729    30 94,305     107 156,327

Q4 2008     27 54,162        36 87,536     18 86,676     81 228,374

2008 TOTAL  2 2,932  145 142,190     2 8,453  132 158,021  1 1,796  105 251,010  1 1,362 388 565,764

Q1 2009     11 3,675        19 29,783     9 19,749    39 53,207

Q2 2009 2 7,522  23 34,333     1 1,209  14 10,511     14 37,263     54 90,838

Q3 2009     33 16,039     1  393  17 7,505  2 1,856  16 19,566  1 366  70 45,725

Q4 2009     38 19,859     2 606  27 59,600     17 8,564     84 88,629

2009 TOTAL  2 7,522  105 73,906     4 2,208  77 107,399  2 1,856  56 85,142  1 366 247 278,399

Q1 2010     28 29,600  1 675  1 1,485  22 10,303     10 10,612     62 52,675

Q2 2010  1 291  22 10,685  2  3,214  1 1,701  24 9,067     23 12,499     73 37,457

Q3 2010     31 22,899     1 1,477  14 3,755     18 26,981  1 272  65 55,384

Q4 2010     35 28,360     4 3,301  28 74,895     23 23,320  4 4,262  94 134,138

2010 TOTAL  1 291  116 91,544  3 3,889  7 7,964  88 98,020     74 73,412  5 4,534 294 279,654

Q1 2011     23 35,474  1 600     22 9,554    19 23,597  1 1,020  66 70,245

Q2 2011     34 29,184     2 1,287 23 14,980     25 14,319  3 4,194  87 63,964

Q3 2011  31 22,663        28 36,787  1 155  14 15,999     74 75,604

Q4 2011 25 21,862 15 11,098 12 18,469 52 51,429

2011 TOTAL     113 109,183  1 600  2 1,287  88 72,419  1 155  70 72,384  4 5,214 279 261,242

TOTAL  9 28,278 644 553,062  6 8,076  18 20,756  547 515,303  5 4,678 444 789,585  23 27,669 1,696 1,947,407

19%  
increase in value of 

divestments compared  
to 2010

279 5%  
drop in overall volume  
of deals compared to 

previous yeardeals in  
2011

Total
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Sector analysis:  
Infrastructure

Q4 2011 was not a stand-out quarter in terms of activity with a 
number of deals dragging on (eg sale of Hochtief Airports), being 
delayed (eg sale of Barcelona and Madrid Airports) or not taking off 
at all (eg disposal of Greek state assets).

 – However, it is not all gloom and doom 
by any means; in the UK three water 
companies changed hands in the latter  
part of the year: Northumbrian, Bristol 
and Cambridge.

 – In 2011 we continued to see increasing 
maturity in the asset class with renewed 
interest in direct investing, eg by Dutch 
pension funds, and continued interest in 
European assets from Asian investors.  
 

There was also continuing evidence of the 
involvement of Canadian funds in buying 
up assets, as well as recognition by the 
UK government that UK pension funds 
should be getting further involved, though 
exactly how their low appetite for risk can 
be satisfied remains unclear.

 – In 2012 we will continue to see disposal 
of infrastructure assets as part of austerity 
programmes, eg Ireland, Portugal, Spain 
and maybe Greece alongside some 

divestment for regulatory reasons, eg BAA 
to sell Edinburgh Airport this summer.

 – We also discern a trend for  
de-consolidation by means of disposals 
by major corporates where there is some 
recognition that the assets could be better 
exploited by infrastructure funds, eg E.On 
announced a series of ongoing disposals 
across the world and Veolia is looking to 
dispose of its UK water companies.

Still active

Deal type (proportion of 100%)

InfrASTrUCTUrE DEAL TYPES & SUMMArY TABLES

MergerJoint VentureDivestmentDemerger Public hostile acquisition totalOther private M&A Take PrivatePublic recommended acquisition
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Demerger Divestment Joint Venture Merger Other private M&A Public hostile 
acquisition total

Public recommended 
acquisition

Take Private TOTAL

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of 

deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Q1 2007  4  3,281  5  2,429  9  5,710 

Q2 2007  9  7,174  1  220  1  792  11  8,186 

Q3 2007  5  2,633  2  1,657  1  165  8  4,455 

Q4 2007  4  1,856  1  149  5  2,005 

2007 TOTAL  22  14,944  9  4,455  2  957 33  20,356 

Q1 2008  3  905  5  1,586  8  2,491 

Q2 2008  3  1,816  2  914 5  2,730 

Q3 2008  6  1,970  1  219  7  2,189 

Q4 2008  5  12,425  4  1,368 9  13,793 

2008 TOTAL  17  17,116  12  4,087 29  21,203 

Q1 2009  1  1,936  1  161 2  2,097 

Q2 2009  1  156 1  156 

Q3 2009  4  2,850  1  170 5  3,020 

Q4 2009  1  2,204  2  7,206  1  407  2  251  1  35,574 7  45,642 

2009 TOTAL  1  2,204  8  12,148  1  407  4  582  1  35,574 15  50,915 

Q1 2010  2  1,459  1  123  1  1,258 4  2,840 

Q2 2010  2  1,428  1  2,287  6  3,088  1  3,748 10  10,551 

Q3 2010  4  2,686  2  3,383  1  2,922 7  8,991 

Q4 2010  8  11,724  3  1,582  2  5,784 13  19,090 

2010 TOTAL  16  17,297  1  2,287  12  8,176  5  13,712 34  41,472 

Q1 2011  1  379  5  1,398  2  2,084 8  3,861 

Q2 2011  1  1,136  1  1,444  1  280 3  2,860 

Q3 2011  2  1,960  3  559  1  2,658 6  5,177 

Q4 2011  2  418  3  1,004 5  1,422 

2011 TOTAL  6  3,893  11  2,961  1  1,444  3  2,364  1  2,658 22  13,320 

TOTAL  1  2,204  69  65,398  1  407  1  2,287  48  20,261  1  1,444  11  52,607  1  2,658 133  147,266

50%   
drop in the average value of 

deals compared to 2010

22 87%   
decline in value of public 

recommended dealsdeals in  
2011

Total
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Sector analysis:  
Life sciences

Life Sciences M&A in 2011 up by deal volume (8%) and 
deal value (10%), with average deal value also increasing 
slightly from the previous year.

 – In 2012 and going forward the industry 
will be focused on overcoming a 
number of significant challenges 
including rebalancing the costs for drug 
development against the rewards for 
success, overcoming the so-called “patent 
cliff ” and dealing with cost and demand 
pressures caused by U.S. and European 
healthcare cost containment policies.

 – Small to medium sized M&A deals are one 
route that life sciences companies may take 
to expand research and product portfolios 
and compensate for upcoming sales and 
profit losses. Corporate restructuring will 
be another strategy in play with many of 
the larger industry names already in the 
process of streamlining their corporate 
structure. Other companies have chosen 
to look outside the high risk innovation-
based business model and diversify their 
business into areas such as generics,  
medical technology and consumer health. 

 – Emerging markets continue to offer 
significant growth opportunities for life 
sciences businesses driven by rising living 
standards and greater government and 
personal spend on healthcare.  

China remains an attractive market, South 
Korea is a popular choice for corporates 
looking to source expertise in technology-
focused areas such as diagnostics and 
South East Asian countries, especially 
Malaysia and Indonesia, are rising markets 
where global life sciences companies can 
look to diversify regional sales portfolios.  
 
Hot technologies for M&A in 2012:

 – Electronic health information –  
the proliferation of information 
technology at the point of care and the 
improvement in payer data means that 
innovators can now have far greater 
success using real world data to find 
insights to drive down cost, sharpen 
pricing models and protect patient safety. 

 – Biosimilars – many of the big pharma 
companies are looking to carve out a 
share of the growing biosimilars market 
as drugs come off patent. Another 
interesting development is the recent spate 
of JVs between technology and biotech 
companies. For example, Fujifilm and 
Kyowa Hakko Kirin (KHK) have said they 
will enter a 50:50 JV for the development 

of biosimilars, partnering Fujifilm’s 
expertise in the areas of advanced 
production technology, quality control 
and analysis technology with KHK’s 
proprietary technologies and know-how. 

 – Hepatitis C – Gilead, the U.S. 
pharmaceutical company, in November 
agreed to buy Pharmasset in a USD11bn 
cash deal designed to diversify away from 
HIV drugs and gave it a lead in this  
fast-growing market.  The deal, Gilead’s 
largest acquisition to date, has caused 
speculation about the attractiveness of the 
Hepatitis C market. 

 – In vitro diagnostics – this area is likely to 
thrive due to growing demand  
for personalised medicine and early 
detection testing. 

Still active with opportunities on the horizon
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Demerger Divestment Joint Venture Merger Other private M&A Public hostile 
acquisition total

Public recommended 
acquisition

Take Private TOTAL

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of 

deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Q1 2007  17  25,387  19  9,595  13  16,011  3  3,585 52  54,578 

Q2 2007  11  16,669  1  5,471  28  10,479  1  3,061  20  22,633  4  9,120 65  67,433 

Q3 2007  9  3,307  27  9,959  14  20,299  2  6,429 52  39,994 

Q4 2007  15  6,107  1  257  23  11,065  19  23,494  3  2,502 61  43,425 

2007 TOTAL  52  51,470  2  5,728  97  41,098  1  3,061  66  82,437  12  21,636 230  205,430 

Q1 2008  6  1,724  19  5,736  10  3,966  2  392 37  11,818 

Q2 2008  2  1,322  4  4,561  21  15,700  1  227  18  28,549  2  1,867 48  52,226 

Q3 2008  1  3,582  10  2,532  10  2,683  1  1,244  13  19,635 35  29,676 

Q4 2008  8  1,551  7  1,850  5  7,514 20  10,915 

2008 TOTAL  3  4,904  28  10,368  57  25,969  2  1,471  46  59,664  4  2,259 140  104,635 

Q1 2009  6  2,148  7  2,748  2  44,564  6  112,753  1  408 22  162,621 

Q2 2009  5  1,822  4  5,893  5  1,732 14  9,447 

Q3 2009  15  17,617  13  5,167  6  5,860  3  595 37  29,239 

Q4 2009  1  173  6  1,624  23  8,916  6  2,992  1  359 37  14,064 

2009 TOTAL  1  173  32  23,211  47  22,724  2  44,564  23  123,337  5  1,362 110  215,371 

Q1 2010  7  28,645  16  11,836  10  12,152  1  668 34  53,301 

Q2 2010  8  5,405  19  5,172  16  19,184  1  227 44  29,988 

Q3 2010  10  5,740  21  10,737  2  1,000  7  2,222  3  2,958 43  22,657 

Q4 2010  15  7,093  30  12,074  1  17,864  16  24,663  1  1,043 63  62,737 

2009 TOTAL  1  173  32  23,211  47  22,724  2  44,564  23  123,337  5  1,362 110  215,371 

Q1 2011  12  6,696  24  8,841  13  10,361  2  3,797  51  29,695 

Q2 2011  14  7,813  32  25,761  14  33,806 60  67,380 

Q3 2011  15  6,234  1  33,430  21  6,933  2  1,053  9  3,169  4  7,602 52  58,421 

Q4 2011  8  3,048  18  5,964  8  17,223  2  3,787 36  30,022 

2011 TOTAL  49  23,791  1  33,430  95  47,499  2  1,053  44  64,559  8  15,186 199  185,518 

TOTAL  4  5,077  201  155,723  -    -    3  39,158  382  177,109  10  69,013  228  388,218  35  45,339 863  879,637

10%    
increase in overall value  
of deals compared to 

previous year

199 8%    
increase in deal volume 

compared to 2010deals in  
2011

Total
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Sector analysis:  
Private equity

Continued slow down in Europe and the U.S., however these 
two markets continue to be the dominant areas in both volume 
and value. There were some sizeable deals in Asia Pacific but 
very little activity in MENA, Latin America or Africa.

 – There were only 12 new investments by PE 
sponsors in deals at or above USD1bn, and all 
but four in the U.S.. Larger deals (particularly 
in Europe) have been curtailed by the 
disruption to the debt and high yield markets.

 – Looking forward there will be pressure to 
do deals, on the buy side and the sell side (as 
debt maturity closes in); we see a pipeline but 
it is difficult to be confident.

 – Jurisdictions outside the Eurozone 
(Scandinavia, Turkey) could be popular; we 
assume sponsors will be less keen to invest in 
earnings in Greece, Portugal and the like.

 – At the mid to large end we expect more 
secondary buyouts (with incumbent 
lenders rolling over on renewed terms in a 
deleveraged structure, or a new syndicate 
formed around core of incumbent 

syndicate); sponsors will continue to turn 
attention to P2Ps while there is a lack of 
divestment from corporate sellers; at some 
stage banks will start to offload companies 
taken into their ownership following default.

Down but not out
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Volume of total buyouts Value of secondary buyouts Volume of trade exits Total Volume

Q1 2007  115  46  81  242 

Q2 2007  157  72  115  344 

Q3 2007  128  53  84  265 

Q4 2007  144  56  78  278 

2007 TOTAL  544  227  358  1,129 

Q1 2008  109  29  65  203 

Q2 2008  114  32  72  218 

Q3 2008  92  25  52  169 

Q4 2008  42  8  23  73 

2008 TOTAL  357  94  212  663 

Q1 2009  38  5  15  58 

Q2 2009  30  3  23  56 

Q3 2009  53  9  30  92 

Q4 2009  56  10  66  132 

2009 TOTAL  177  27  134  338 

Q1 2010  50  17  38  105 

Q2 2010  89  25  54  168 

Q3 2010  84  29  64  177 

Q4 2010  78  29  77  184 

2009 TOTAL  301  100  233  634 

Q1 2011  86  19  67  172 

Q2 2011  98  36  84  218 

Q3 2011  76  34  81  191 

Q4 2011  63  14  52  129 

2011 TOTAL  323  103  284  710 

TOTAL  1,702  551  1,221  3,474 

26%     
increase in volume of PE 
deals compared to 2010

710  
Trade exits account for 

40%  
of total PE deals done in  

2010 compared to 

37%  
in 2010

deals in  
2011

Total
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Sector analysis:  
Telecoms, media and technology

M&A activity in 2011 was flat by volume but up by value, with 
annual deal value hitting a higher figure than we have seen since 2007. 
The 2012 outlook is unpredictable as we wait for the Eurozone saga 
to play out but M&A will remain a key strategic tool for companies 
looking to drive innovation, expand capacity, establish new business 
models and utilise offshore cash reserves.

Hot technologies for M&A in 2011 look set 
to continue their appeal:

 – Cloud computing – 2011 saw aggressive 
M&A activity by the “traditional” 
technology vendors including Oracle’s 
acquisition of RightNow Technologies, 
SAP’s plans to buy SuccessFactors and 
IBM’s agreement to acquire DemandTec. 
Speculation is rife about who might be 
next on the cloud block with companies 
such as Citrix, Taleo and Saba all tipped  
as targets.

 – Analytics – the types, volume and the 
places in which we keep data continue 
to grow exponentially. With the right 
technology and expertise, this mass of data 
can be turned into useful business insight. 
The market has already been busy in this 
area, eg IBM/DemandTec and we expect 
more examples of analytics capability 
driving M&A.

 – Consumerisation of enterprise IT – 
technologies and applications which 
were originally targeted at individuals 
are increasingly finding their way into 
the business environment. Salesforce’s 
proposed acquisition of Rypple is a good 

example of social media finding its way 
into workplace IT and we expect to see 
more deals like this, as well as acquisitions 
in the area of mobility services.

 – Security – spending on cybersecurity deals 
is set to grow - there are several reasons 
for this, including increasing cyber threats 
as well as greater vulnerabilities due to 
the more pervasive use of technology, 
particularly mobile devices; raised 
awareness by governments, businesses and 
individuals; and increasing regulation in 
the area of data protection and security.

 – M&A driven by attractive target patent 
portfolios – the telecoms sector has been 
one of the fiercest battlegrounds for 
patent-led M&A in 2011 with the Google/
Motorola acquisition a case in point.  
With the announcement that the EC will 
delay its decision on the Motorola takeover 
to gather more feedback from those 
affected by the proposed deal, it will be 
interesting to see if regulators intervene 
further in this area throughout 2012  
and beyond.

 – Spectrum – the death of the AT&T/T-
Mobile deal at the hands of the regulators 
raises questions about where the balance 
lies between preserving competition 
and the MNOs’ pleas for access to more 
spectrum to meet capacity demands. 

 – Consolidation in digital distribution 
– with business models changing as 
services like Netflix and Hulu become 
increasingly well established, content 
creators and distributors and infrastructure 
providers are all vying to find new ways 
to make their businesses prosper. Vertical 
consolidation looks increasingly likely  
in this area. 

Strategic M&A continues
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Demerger Divestment Joint Venture Merger Other private M&A Public hostile 
acquisition total

Public recommended 
acquisition

Take Private TOTAL

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of 

deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Volume 
of deals

Value 
of deals 
(USDm)

Q1 2007  37  35,263  2  11,996  32  17,939  33  23,577  3  2,929 107  91,704 

Q2 2007  1  2,219  45  44,491  63  38,584  42  70,929  9  47,741 160  203,964 

Q3 2007  1  3,028  39  16,355  1  157  47  14,742  32  25,989  3  1,569 123  61,840 

Q4 2007  3  15,015  38  27,126  1  1,245  64  25,036  29  42,136  3  2,515 138  113,073 

2007 TOTAL  5  20,262  159  123,235  4  13,398  206  96,301  136  162,631  18  54,754 528  470,581 

Q1 2008  1  9,155  32  9,436  46  10,650  18  18,482 97  47,723 

Q2 2008  3  30,593  28  19,724  1  1,033  1  147  44  47,677  27  60,176  1  159 105  159,509 

Q3 2008  28  21,187  26  10,939  1  1,640  19  11,848  1  394 75  46,008 

Q4 2008  1  3,545  10  7,403  1  147  19  6,762  1  276  11  17,976 43  36,109 

2008 TOTAL  5  43,293  98  57,750  2  1,180  1  147  135  76,028  2  1,916  75  108,482  2  553 320  289,349 

Q1 2009  1  1,296  11  3,329  1  679  13  2,862  7  2,612 33  10,778 

Q2 2009  1  2,405  24  22,286  11  3,552  18  28,089 54  56,332 

Q3 2009  23  16,937  20  6,269  17  22,137  3  1,938 63  47,281 

Q4 2009  2  7,508  23  12,567  1  13,794  39  28,506  24  23,094  3  683 92  86,152 

2009 TOTAL  4  11,209  81  55,119  2  14,473  83  41,189  66  75,932  6  2,621 242  200,543 

Q1 2010  1  1,878  21  23,698  21  5,202  18  36,296  1  1,203 62  68,277 

Q2 2010  1  148  41  38,893  43  16,421  22  32,077  4  1,912 111  89,451 

Q3 2010  1  325  23  17,424  1  2,208  34  15,866  2  3,031  15  11,292 76  50,146 

Q4 2010  20  7,187  2  708  46  20,510  20  30,613  5  10,760 93  69,778 

2010 TOTAL  3  2,351  105  87,202  3  2,916  144  57,999  2  3,031  75  110,278  10  13,875 342  277,652 

Q1 2011  1  421  19  15,091  1  168  1  204  39  17,380  15  25,353  4  2,551 80  61,168 

Q2 2011  22  26,296  49  23,903  23  34,377  7  5,448 101  90,024 

Q3 2011  18  10,895  1  750  43  26,473  2  981  16  48,398  1  329 81  87,826 

Q4 2011  32  16,545  1  3,298  32  12,216  14  11,301  1  589 80  43,949 

2011 TOTAL  1  421  91  68,827  1  168  3  4,252  163  79,972  2  981  68  119,429  13  8,917 342  282,967 

TOTAL  18  77,536  534  392,133  5  15,821  11  20,713  731  351,489  6  5,928  420  576,752  49  80,720 1,774  1,521,092

14%     
decline in the volume of 

deals compared to same 
period last year (Q4 2010)

342  highest overall 
deal value  
since 2007deals in  

2011

Total
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Energy and natural resources Life sciences

Top sector acquirers:
Outbound and domestic acquisitions by volume and value
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“There are pockets of deal 
activity and signs of continued 
deal making in 2012.”
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financial services Infrastructure
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10%    
increase in overall value of 

cross-border M&A

40%
of all deals in 2011 were 

cross-border

12%     
increase in overall volume of 

cross-border M&A
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TMT Utilities

Top sector acquirers:
Outbound and domestic acquisitions by volume and value
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“Emerging markets 
continue to offer significant 
growth opportunities.”

46.5% volume 30.3% volume

8.8% volume 18.2% volume

4.7% volume 9.1% volume

4.1% volume 6.1% volume

3.8% volume 6.1% volume

32.2% volume 30.3% volume

47.0% value 59.6% value

7.7% value 6.3% value

6.9% value 17.1% value

1.7% value 0.9% value

5.3% value 3.7% value

31.4% value 12.3% value
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“The first quarter of 2012 will be decisive for 
the whole year; people want to do deals and if no 
further bad news comes they might be confident 
enough to start them, thereby building the basis 
for a buoyant year.”

3%     
increase in the volume of 

cross-border deals
compared to 
previous year

5% 
increase in volume of 
outbound M&A in the 
infrastructure sector

China  
moves up two places in the 
life sciences table since Q3

4.8%     
 increase in value of 

outbound M&A in the  
TMT sector

3% 
increase in volume of energy 

and natural resources 
outbound M&A

Canada 
moves into the top five 
locations for financial 

services M&A for 2011
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Asset/subsidiary 
disposals
A disposal where the seller is a 
corporate selling a controlling 
interest (>30%) in one or more of its 
businesses. This excludes private equity 
exits and disposals made by high net 
worth private individuals and families. 
Includes government-related sales and 
disposals made by non-private equity 
financial investors, such as investment 
holding companies.

Cross-border
A transaction that is conducted 
across national boundaries. The deal 
involves parties from at least two 
different countries.

Demerger
A transaction where a company  
spins-off one of its subsidiaries, 
resulting in the creation of a separate 
listed business independent from the 
activities or influence of the former 
parent. The shareholders ultimately 
hold shares in each company and 
neither the former parent company 
nor shareholders receive any cash as 
a result of the deal (as opposed to a 
flotation/IPO).

Domestic
A transaction conducted within a 
national boundary. The deal involves 
parties that are incumbent nationals of 
that country.

Insolvency-related
A transaction where a company has 
filed for bankruptcy or is subject 
to another insolvency process or 
procedure, and sells off part or all 
of its assets to generate the cash 
necessary to pay creditors.

Joint venture
A transaction that involves the pooling 
of assets between different companies, 
whereby the ownership of the new 
joint venture is shared between the 
parent companies involved. Does not 
include so-called joint ventures where 
a company’s sole contribution is cash 
rather than assets.

Merger
A transaction that involves the 
combination of two or more separate 
businesses into one, with broadly 
equal holding and governance 
rights assigned to the respective 
shareholders of each company.

Other private M&A
Acquisitions or disposals not covered 
by the other classifications. Includes 
PE exits and disposals made by high 
net worth individuals and families.

Public recommended 
acquisition 
(excl. PE-related 
take privates)
A friendly acquisition where the parties 
involved reach agreement over the 
terms of the deal, normally prior to the 
acquisition being formally announced. 
The transaction requires approval from 
either the bidder, target or vendor 
shareholders in a public forum.

Public hostile 
acquisition 
(excl. PE-related 
take privates)
An acquisition of a publicly-quoted 
target where the target management 
does not recommend the offer within 
two weeks.

Take privates (hostile 
and recommended)
An acquisition of a publicly-quoted 
company by financial investors such 
as private equity houses or venture 
capital firms (as opposed to a trade 
buyer). The target company is 
subsequently delisted.

Definitions
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The underlying data to this research comes from Remark’s sister 
product, Mergermarket. Both products are part of the Pearson-
owned Mergermarket Group. Remark, the publishing, market 
research and events division of The Mergermarket Group, offers a 
range of services that give clients the opportunity to enhance their 
brand profile, and to develop new business opportunities.  
Remark publishes over 50 thought leadership reports and holds over 
70 events across the globe each year which enable its clients to 
demonstrate their expertise and underline their credentials in a  
given market, sector or product.

Remark is part of The Mergermarket Group, a division of the 
Financial Times Group.

To find out more please visit  
www.mergermarket.com/remark/ or  
www.mergermarket.com/events/

– This report only includes deals worth GBP100m and over.

– The data contained in Q4 2011 results spans 1 October 2011  
to 31 December 2011 inclusive.

In this brochure Allen & Overy means Allen & Overy LLP and/or its affiliated undertakings. The term partner is used to refer to a member of 
Allen & Overy LLP or an employee or consultant with equivalent standing and qualifications or an individual with equivalent status in one of 
Allen & Overy LLP’s affiliated undertakings. Allen & Overy maintains a database of business contact details in order to develop and improve 
its services to its clients. The information is not traded with any external bodies or organisations. If any of your details are incorrect or you no 
longer wish to receive marketing materials from Allen & Overy, please email corporatepublications@allenovery.com.
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